Performance Testing Acceleration Program

Wherever you’re at with performance testing, turn to the pros at BlazeMeter to accelerate your success.

Our **Performance Testing Acceleration Program** is perfect for your team or organization if you don’t already have a successful performance testing practice — especially when you need help designing and creating performance test scripts in BlazeMeter because:

- You’re shorthanded or don’t have dedicated resources in house.
- You have tight deadlines to hit.
- You’d like to integrate the scripts into your CI/CD pipeline, and you’ve never done it before.

### Key Benefits

- **Define and develop test scripts quickly**, with the pros at BlazeMeter doing the heavy lifting, tailored to your specific user and business scenarios.
- **Take advantage of performance testing at scale**, using open source JMeter or Taurus scripts that run optimally in BlazeMeter for performance testing.
- **Save time and resources**, tapping into the expertise of BlazeMeter so your team members can stay focused on their roles.
- **Accelerate your return on investment in BlazeMeter** by optimizing your tests and implementing them according to best practices.

### What Is Performance Testing Acceleration?

BlazeMeter’s Performance Testing Acceleration Program is a convenient way for customers to transform their user scenarios into performance testing scripts they can run in BlazeMeter right out of the gate. We will:

1. Work with you to understand your user scenarios, and then define and deliver as many JMeter or Taurus test scripts as you need to run in BlazeMeter.
2. Ensure tests are built in a developer-friendly framework that’s ready for continuous testing.
3. Hand over a sustainable asset to you.

**Deliverable:** At the end of our engagement, our commitment to you is to provide not only a suite of tests customized to your user scenarios and business needs, but also the knowledge your team needs to run and maintain the tests as you move forward.

**LOADRUNNER SCRIPT CONVERSION**

Organizations are making the switch from LoadRunner to open source — and BlazeMeter — so they can benefit from enterprise-class testing at massive scale, along with significantly more flexibility and to conduct performance testing earlier in their development process.

If you’re moving from LoadRunner, we’ve got you covered. We can convert your legacy LoadRunner scripts to open source JMeter or Taurus so you can start shifting left. We’ll ensure your tests are converted and ready to run optimally in BlazeMeter, helping you adopt a modern, sustainable, and easily automated approach to performance testing.

**JMETER PLUGIN DEVELOPMENT**

Need to test something that JMeter and its plugins do not support? We will design and develop a custom enhancement to JMeter to meet your testing needs.

**CONSULTING SERVICES: EXTENDING THE VALUE OF YOUR INVESTMENT IN BLAZEMETER**

Beyond scripting services, as part of our program, we can include consulting services if you need assistance with any aspect of your performance testing or test strategy including:

- Infrastructure setup (test data, BlazeMeter Private Locations, configurations).
- Integrations with CI/CD systems and APM tools.
- Test execution.

- Mock Services.
- Script review.
- Results analysis.
- Best practices.
- Troubleshooting.

We have considerable expertise to help you remove roadblocks that are preventing you from moving at maximum velocity.

**Delivery Options**

The Performance Testing Acceleration Program typically is delivered remotely, but we can modify delivery methods as needed to comply with your information security requirements and mentoring of your staff.

We will scope your project to determine the number of scripts you need developed, script conversions (if applicable), and any additional consulting services you require.

**Get Started Today**

Whether you need a handful of test scripts developed or hundreds, we’re here to help. Tap into the skillset of our professional services team as an extension of your own team. We will develop or convert your scripts and ensure you’re up and running quickly with automated performance tests tailored to your user and business needs.

[CONTACT US](info.blazemeter.com/professional-services-online-request)